
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The work-based bachelor’s degrees 

Since October 2000 the Institute of Technology of Lille (IUT A Lille) has 
been in charge of organizing and managing several work-based bachelor’s 
degrees, in different specialties. These courses were designed with 
professionals within different industries, and aim at preparing the students 
to readily join the workforce.  
 
New lines of business such as environment and biology have a real need of 
reliable and trustworthy measurements and of an international metrology 
touchstone. It is necessary to set new standards or to characterize new 
reference materials. Metrology is therefore crucial to properly assess the 
biological, ecotoxicological and environmental risks. Because they play a 
part in the setting up of the declaration of conformity, the uncertainties of 
measurements help to better understand and to better control the risks. 
Metrology thus takes on a new dimension: not only does it have to answer 
the demands of quality norms but it also has to guarantee the reliability of 
measurements. 

Companies have to quickly react to the constant evolutions and imperatives 
of metrology. 
In order to master the fabrication processes and to guarantee the quality of 
their products on an International level, they need to guarantee the 
traceability of their measurements and the conformity of their instruments. 
It's necessary for industries to evaluate and quantify their performances to 
answer these demands both for their measuring chains and to edit legal 
metrological certificates. 
This university course aims at answering the current and future needs in 
professional sectors. 
It deals with metrology and its versatility within the companies, so as to 
develop the students’ critical sense of measurements, their capacity to 
control processes and to estimate an uncertainty.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Partnerships 

Many professionals from different industries are members of the 
educational team. They can thus quickly adapt their teaching to the 
constant technological evolutions. These partners bring their professional 
experience to our course, sharing their expertise in such fields as 
metrology, measurement control and project management. 

Professional associations: APPA (Association for the Atmospheric Pollution 
Prevention), AGLAE (General association of environmental analysis 
laboratories), LABAC (national network of accredited laboratories) 
Local organizations: Lille hospital center of biology,  
International organizations:  APAVE 
Trade unions: SFRL (trade union of the In Vitro diagnosis industry).

 
 

 
 

Professional training 

This course objective is to form metrology professionals (engineer 
assistant). Those professionals will be able to both analyze metrological 
needs within a regulatory framework and to characterize, to validate, to 
estimate an uncertainty. They will be competent in the metrology of 
environmental measurements and biological measurements. 
By the end of this work-based bachelor’s degree, graduates have obtained 
scientific an organizational knowledge valued by the firms engaged in a 
metrological process. 
They are able to  

- Analyze metrological needs and regulatory techniques. To deal 
with normative documents. 

- To define the calibration procedures of measurements 
instruments. 

- To characterize, validate and estimate an uncertainty. 
- To oversee a stock of instruments 
- To train people to metrology within a company 

 

 
 
 

Localisation and contacts 
 
IUT A de Lille 1 - Départements Mesures Physiques  
et Génie Biologique -Université Lille I 

Cité Scientifique - Bd Paul Langevin – BP 90179 

59653 Villeneuve d’Ascq Cedex 
 
 

Responsable de la formation : Emmanuel Courtade 
Co-responsable de la formation : Bertrand Bocquet 
Secrétariat des Licences Professionnelles 
Tél. :00 33 (0)3 59 63 21 14 
Fax : 00 33 (0)3 59 63 21 11 
Email : iut-lp@univ-lille1.fr 
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Admission conditions


This work-based Bachelors’ degree ‘protection of the environment’ has been designed for students after a:


· BTS (two-year university course, equivalent to HND) in: Biological analysis, biochemistry, biotechnology, chemistry, physics techniques for the industry and the laboratory, technical engineer assistant.


· DUT (two-year university course, equivalent to HND) in: physical measurements, biological engineering, chemical engineering, processes engineering, Hygiene – security – environment.


· L2: BS in science and technology with a specialty in chemistry, BS in physics and biology.


Candidates are selected after filling in an application form including a cover letter and their school records and after an individual interview with a teacher and a professional.


The application form is available on the website of the university from February.




Curriculum


The degree lasts two semesters (30 ECTS each). The first semester is common to all students, while the second semester offers two different specialties: one in biology the other in environment. Students are sorted within one or the other specialty from the start of the year. They attend to 450 hours of different courses, and they spend more than 120 hours to carry out a project work in their specialty. These project works are supervised by the educational team. The internship lasts 16 weeks.


Semester 5 (30 ECTS): “core program”


UE1 general metrology and quality (8 ECTS) – UE2 measuring chain (8 ECTS) – UE3 analysis techniques and methods (8 ECTS) – Professional communication and enterprise culture (6 ECTS).


Semester 6 (30 ECTS): specialty in “environmental metrology”


UE5 metrology and environmental specific regulation (3 ECTS) – UE6 pollution and physic-chemistry of air, water and grounds (4 ECTS) – UE7 samplings and analysis techniques in environmental measurements (3 ECTS) – UE8 electro-magnetic compatibility and radiofrequency measurements (2 ECTS) – UE9 project work (6 ECTS) – UE10 internship (12 ECTS)


Semester 6 (30 ECTS): specialty in “biological metrology”


UE5 metrology and biological specific regulation (3 ECTS) – UE6 measurements and uncertainties in biology (2 ECTS) - 
UE7 control of analysis results (4 ECTS) – UE8 measurements and instrumentation in biology (3 ECTS) - UE9 project work (6 ECTS) – UE10 internship (12 ECTS)


Possible careers


· Engineer assistant in measurements and certifications


· Engineer assistant in qualification and metrology of the production management


· Manager of an instruments park

· Technical advisor in an analysis laboratory or in a hospital


· Assistant project manager in metrological communication within the company or with measurement and certification organizations.
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